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UM GEOLOGIST TO TEACH IN FRANCE
MISSOULA—
Mountains, valleys, hot sprinqs and mineral deposits have often dictated
the paths of human history and civilization, though few people take note of the
relationship between history and geology.
This fall, students taking classes from University of Montana geologist
James Sears in Avignon, France, will see and learn how geology influenced several
civilization patterns in Europe.
For example, Sears pointed out that Belgium has some of the most war-torn
battlefields in the world because the surrounding geologic formations make it a
bottleneck between the broad plains of Eastern Europe and the coveted arable and
temperate countrysides of France.

Armies from both sides have met there for

centuries to win or lose their Waterloo.
Whereas Switzerland, protected by the easily defended mountains and passes
of the Alps, has been able to keep its neutrality through most of history.

Even

Hitler left the Swiss alone.
Geology also helped inspire invention and provided quarry rock which allowed
many Roman cities in France to grow and prosper.

The lay of the land provided a

way for water to flow through stone aqueducts from higher elevations to people
in established lowland cities.
As part of his classes in France, Sears plans to take students on field trips
to see several areas where geology has provided such influences as the paths for
trade routes and the springs around which religion and healing have been centered
(over)

UM geologist--add one

Sears will also teach a more scientific class on French mountain formations.
His classes are part of the Northwest Interinstitutional Council on Study
Abroad (NICSA) program, which provides college courses in Europe for American
students.

NICSA is a consortium of 11 northwestern U.S. colleges that offers

several study-abroad programs in which students earn academic credits from their
home schools.
Sears is one of the three faculty members chosen competitively from NICSA
member schools to teach in Avignon this year.

The program also employs French

faculty members.
Sears, who is an associate professor of geology at UM, lived in Wiesbaden,
West Germany, as a child and often went on trips in the Alps.

While earning his

doctorate at Queen's University in Kingston, Ont., he also learned French.
The NICSA program in Avignon is open for applications.

For more information,

write the Department of Foreign Languages, University of Montana, Missoula, MT,
59812, or call (406) 243-2401.

